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                                                               CLASS IV 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION- The lesson gives information about the different types of pollution, 

like land, air and water pollution. Their causes, effects and measures to reduce them. 

 

OBJECTIVES:  

 I- Specific Objectives- 

To enable the students to – 

SP.1- know about the different types of pollution occurring in nature. K 

SP.2-to understand the causes and effects of different types of pollution. U 

SP.3- to adapt different measures that will help in reducing pollution. AP 

 

II- Behavioral Objectives 

To enable the students- 

B.1- to know the importance of all the natural and pollution- free resources. K 

B.2- to understand the role of clean resources in keeping the plants and animals safe. U 

B.3- to illustrate and demonstrate the ways in their routine life that will reduce pollution. AP 

 

 

PROCESS/ACTIVITIES –  

ACT 1- Students will be divided in 4-5 groups and will be given an imaginary situation where 

the resources like petrol, diesel etc. are running out. Students will be discussing about the 

alternate ways with their parents and friends to overcome the situation. 

ACT 2- Students will be noting down, categorise and discuss the renewable and non- 

renewable resources. They will understand the meaning of these terms as well as how proper 

use will preserve the non-renewable resources for future generations. 

 

ASSESSMENT:  
A1- Worksheet will be taken. 
A2- Pen-Paper Test will be taken 
A3 – Term Evaluation will be taken. 
 
Digital content to be used: (Reference video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAKyhfxxr7s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_kzcF5sbKE 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAKyhfxxr7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_kzcF5sbKE


EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

Students will: 

1. learn about the different types of pollution. 

2. understand the harmful effects of different types of pollution. 

3. to illustrate different ways to reduce environmental pollution. 
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